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JAVASCRIPT: JUST THE BASICS - A PRIMER FOR THE COMPLETE BEGINNERJavaScript
has become one of the most widespread and versatile computer languages. It's now used not
only for adding active behavior to web pages, but also for developing applications for web
servers, mobile devices, and even the computer desktop. Despite its popularity, however,
JavaScript isn't so easy to learn or to understand. JavaScript has evolved into a large, complex,
unique, and somewhat confusing computer language.This book makes your JavaScript learning
task much easier and gets you started quickly by selecting just the MOST ESSENTIAL
JavaScript features. It then thoroughly explains and simplifies these features, using many easy-
to-follow code examples. To offer a vision of the possibilities, the book also briefly introduces
several more advanced JavaScript technologies, such as multi-window web applications,
animations, cookies, and Ajax. The book doesn't duplicate the free online JavaScript
documentation, but rather is meant to be used in conjunction with it, and it includes many
documentation links to help you quickly find additional information.This guide to beginning web
development provides your FIRST JavaScript step. Using it to learn the fundamentals will
prepare you for your JavaScript journey no matter what direction it takes. For example, the book
provides the ideal background for going on to learn jQuery. It serves as the "prequel" to "jQuery:
Just the Basics," available as a Kindle book by the same author (bit.ly/JQBasics).WHAT YOU
NEED TO KNOWThis book is written for the JavaScript beginner -- no prior JavaScript
experience required! It would be helpful, although not essential, to know something about HTML
and CSS, and to have worked with another programming language.THE BOOKThe book is
approximately 290 pages long. It was designed, written, and formatted specifically for the Kindle,
and you can read it on any Kindle device or free reading app. (Reading the book in Kindle Cloud
Reader isn't recommended because of the reader's non-standard formatting.) The manuscript
was prepared so that the source code listings are easy to view and the book is simple to
navigate. Because using an index in an ebook is slow and awkward, the book doesn't include a
traditional index. You can easily find topics with your Kindle's powerful Search feature, as well as
the book's detailed Table of Contents.THE COMPANION WEBSITEYou'll find a companion
website for the book at DigitalArtisanPress.com, where you can contact the author.THE
CONTENTSIntroductionPart I. The Core JavaScript LanguageChapter 1. Variables and
ValuesChapter 2. Expressions and OperatorsChapter 3. Flow ControlChapter 4. Objects and
ArraysChapter 5. Defining Functions and MethodsChapter 6. Constructors and
InheritanceChapter 7. Pattern Matching with Regular ExpressionsPart II. Client-Side JavaScript:
Adding Dynamic Behavior to Web PagesChapter 8. Running JavaScript in the BrowserChapter
9. Scripting Browser WindowsChapter 10. Scripting Web-Page ContentChapter 11. Scripting
Web-Page StylesChapter 12. Handling Web-Page EventsTHE AUTHORMichael J Young has a
master's degree in computer science and is the author of 30 books on computing. His book
"XML Step by Step" won the top award, "Distinguished Technical Communication," in the



2000-2001 International Technical Publications Competition of the Society for Technical
Communication.ALSO BY MICHAEL J YOUNG"jQuery: Just the Basics - A Primer for the
JavaScript Programmer," available as a Kindle book (bit.ly/JQBasics).

About the AuthorJoe Mayo is an author, instructor, and independent consultant who has been
working with C# and .NET since its announcement in the summer of the year 2000. As an
independent consultant, he’s worked with a variety of organizations from startup to fortune 500
enterprise. His experience in this journey includes desktop, web, mobile, cloud, and AI
technologies. In addition to practical hands-on application, he’s also taught C# and .NET for
many years via in-person, live video, and recorded video courses. His top open-source project is
LINQ to Twitter (on GitHub), with over 1,000,000 NuGet downloads. When Joe isn’t serving
valued customers, he contributes to the community through Q&A forums, presenting, and (one
of his favorite pastimes) writing.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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About the Author and the Companion WebsiteMichael J Young has a master's degree in
computer science and is the author of 30 books on computing. His book XML Step by Step won
the top award, "Distinguished Technical Communication," in the 2000-2001 International
Technical Publications Competition of the Society for Technical Communication.If you encounter
any problems using this book or if you would like to send suggestions or feedback to the author,
please contact Michael through the book's companion website at .JavaScript: Just the BasicsA
Primer for the Complete Beginnerby Michael J Young Digital Artisan Press. . .Kindle Edition,
Version 1.21Published by Digital Artisan Press()Copyright © by Michael J YoungAll Rights
ReservedWhile every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this book, the author and
publisher assume no responsibility for errors or omissions, or for damages resulting from the use
of the information or program code provided...Table of ContentsIntroduction0.1 Why Should You
Read this Book?0.2 What You Need to Know0.3 What the Book Covers0.4 How to Run the
JavaScript Code0.5 JavaScript Reference Sources0.6 Browser CompatibilityPart I. The Core
JavaScript LanguageChapter 1. Variables and Values1.1 Variable Naming Rules1.2 JavaScript
Data TypesChapter 2. Expressions and Operators2.1 Operator Precedence2.2 Numeric
Operators2.3 The String Concatenation Operator2.4 Boolean Operators2.5 Assignment
Operators2.6 Other OperatorsChapter 3. Flow Control3.1 Conditional Statements3.2 Loop
Statements3.3 Jump StatementsChapter 4. Objects and Arrays4.1 Objects4.2 ArraysChapter 5.
Defining Functions and Methods5.1 Defining Functions5.2 Defining MethodsChapter 6.
Constructors and Inheritance6.1 Defining Constructors6.2 InheritanceChapter 7. Pattern
Matching with Regular Expressions7.1 Defining Regular Expressions7.2 Using Regular
Expressions7.3 ConclusionPart II. Client-Side JavaScript: Adding Dynamic Behavior To Web
PagesChapter 8. Running JavaScript in the Browser8.1 The Web-Page Processing Phase8.2
The Event-Handling PhaseChapter 9. Scripting Browser Windows9.1 Managing Windows9.2
Using Global Utility Properties9.3 Accessing the Web-Page ContentChapter 10. Scripting Web-
Page Content10.1 The Document Object Model10.2 Traversing the Web Page10.3 Directly
Accessing Web-Page Elements10.4 Accessing the Text Content of an Element10.5 Getting and
Setting Element Attributes10.6 Creating, Moving, Deleting, & Replacing Elements10.7 A Cookie
DemoChapter 11. Scripting Web-Page Styles11.1 Introduction to CSS11.2 Modifying Styles by
Changing an Element's Class11.3 Modifying Styles by Assigning Inline Style Declarations11.4
Changing Styles over Time: Animation and Transition EffectsChapter 12. Handling Web-Page
Events12.1 Registering Event Handlers12.2 Specific Types of Events12.3 Returning Values from
Event Handlers12.4 Event Objects12.5 An Ajax DemoConclusionIntroductionContents0.1 Why
Should You Read this Book?0.2 What You Need to Know0.3 What the Book Covers0.4 How to
Run the JavaScript Code0.5 JavaScript Reference Sources0.5.1 Core JavaScript
References0.5.2 Client-Side JavaScript References0.6 Browser CompatibilityJavaScript is a full-
featured, general-purpose, object-oriented, interpreted programming language.An object-
oriented computer language is one that supports objects, which are program structures that
encapsulate both data and the code that operates on this data.A computer language is said to



be interpreted if the original source-code text is processed every time the program is run. With a
compiled language, on the other hand, the source code is first converted into a file containing
low-level computer instructions, which runs efficiently but is often restricted to a specific type of
computer.As a general-purpose language, JavaScript can be used in many different ways. Its
most common use—and the one covered in this book—is for adding active behavior to web
pages. Web pages consist of plain-text files that are downloaded and displayed in web
browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Chrome. Web pages are formatted in a
language known as HTML (HyperText Markup Language). By itself, a web page is fairly passive
and static. But by inserting a little JavaScript into a web page, it's easy to add active, dynamic
behaviors. The following are some examples, all of which are topics covered in this
book:Navigating through websites, opening and closing browser windows and dialog boxes, and
creating multi-window web applications.Modifying the content and attributes of web-page
elements, such as headers, paragraphs, images, links, and so on.Changing the overall structure
and content of the web page by creating, moving, and deleting entire elements.Instantly altering
the visual styles of web-page elements, and creating eye-catching animation
effects.Responding to user actions, such as mouse clicks, keystrokes, and form
submissions.Using Ajax to exchange data with the web server, creating highly interactive web
applications.JavaScript that is incorporated in a web page and that runs within a browser is
known as client-side JavaScript, the focus of this book.The expression client-side derives from
the fact that when you browse a web page, your browser is known as the web client, while the
program on the Internet that stores and delivers the web page is known as the web
server.JavaScript can also be used to write programs that run on the web server. In this context
it's known as server-side JavaScript. Examples are the applications written for the Node.js
software system (see ).Additionally, JavaScript can be used to develop mobile applications.
JavaScript is of course central to writing apps that run in a mobile device's browser. But it can
also be used to create native (or near-native) apps for mobile devices such as the iPhone. When
used to develop mobile apps, JavaScript is combined with HTML and CSS (Cascading Style
Sheets). Employing a code framework such as PhoneGap allows you to use JavaScript to create
apps for almost any mobile device (see ).JavaScript can also be used to develop extensions and
add-ons for browsers, and it serves as the scripting language for Photoshop and other software
packages.And finally, JavaScript can even be used to write programs for the computer desktop.
For example, JavaScript is one of the primary languages used to develop Windows Store apps
(which run on all types of Windows 8 devices), and also apps for the GNOME desktop
environment.The choice of the term JavaScript was an unfortunate marketing decision, since the
language's resemblance to the Java language is only superficial. The official name of the core
language is ECMAScript, which is derived from the name of the organization that standardized
the core language, the European Computer Manufacturers Association (see ).
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compiled language, on the other hand, the source code is first converted into a file containing
low-level computer instructions, which runs efficiently but is often restricted to a specific type of
computer.As a general-purpose language, JavaScript can be used in many different ways. Its
most common use—and the one covered in this book—is for adding active behavior to web
pages. Web pages consist of plain-text files that are downloaded and displayed in web
browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Firefox, and Chrome. Web pages are formatted in a
language known as HTML (HyperText Markup Language). By itself, a web page is fairly passive
and static. But by inserting a little JavaScript into a web page, it's easy to add active, dynamic
behaviors. The following are some examples, all of which are topics covered in this
book:Navigating through websites, opening and closing browser windows and dialog boxes, and
creating multi-window web applications.Modifying the content and attributes of web-page
elements, such as headers, paragraphs, images, links, and so on.Changing the overall structure
and content of the web page by creating, moving, and deleting entire elements.Instantly altering
the visual styles of web-page elements, and creating eye-catching animation
effects.Responding to user actions, such as mouse clicks, keystrokes, and form
submissions.Using Ajax to exchange data with the web server, creating highly interactive web
applications.JavaScript that is incorporated in a web page and that runs within a browser is
known as client-side JavaScript, the focus of this book.The expression client-side derives from
the fact that when you browse a web page, your browser is known as the web client, while the
program on the Internet that stores and delivers the web page is known as the web
server.JavaScript can also be used to write programs that run on the web server. In this context
it's known as server-side JavaScript. Examples are the applications written for the Node.js
software system (see ).Additionally, JavaScript can be used to develop mobile applications.
JavaScript is of course central to writing apps that run in a mobile device's browser. But it can
also be used to create native (or near-native) apps for mobile devices such as the iPhone. When
used to develop mobile apps, JavaScript is combined with HTML and CSS (Cascading Style
Sheets). Employing a code framework such as PhoneGap allows you to use JavaScript to create
apps for almost any mobile device (see ).JavaScript can also be used to develop extensions and
add-ons for browsers, and it serves as the scripting language for Photoshop and other software
packages.And finally, JavaScript can even be used to write programs for the computer desktop.
For example, JavaScript is one of the primary languages used to develop Windows Store apps
(which run on all types of Windows 8 devices), and also apps for the GNOME desktop
environment.The choice of the term JavaScript was an unfortunate marketing decision, since the
language's resemblance to the Java language is only superficial. The official name of the core
language is ECMAScript, which is derived from the name of the organization that standardized
the core language, the European Computer Manufacturers Association (see ).0.1 Why Should
You Read this Book?Although JavaScript is clearly one of the most widespread and versatile
computer languages, it isn't so easy to learn or to understand. JavaScript has become a large
and somewhat confusing language, with new standards built on top of old standards, as well as



persistent incompatibilities among browsers. And it's growing even larger to meet the needs of
new technologies such as HTML5 video. JavaScript is also a rather unique, subtle, and quirky
computer language.This book makes your JavaScript learning task much easier and gets you
started quickly by selecting just the most essential JavaScript features. It then thoroughly
explains and simplifies these features using many code examples. The teach-by-example
approach saves unnecessary verbiage—often you'll understand a technique by just glancing at
the code.The book focuses on basic and practical techniques, and avoids advanced, redundant,
and less useful ones. It emphasizes legacy features that are supported consistently by all
modern browsers, and skirts browser-dependent features as well as new features that are still
under development. But to keep things interesting and to offer a vision of the possibilities, it
includes a few brief demos to introduce you to more advanced JavaScript technologies, such as
animations, cookies, and Ajax.This book provides your first JavaScript step. Using it to learn the
fundamentals of the language will prepare you for your JavaScript journey no matter what
direction it takes:1. Once you've learned the basics of JavaScript, you might decide to use a
JavaScript library. A library is a module of JavaScript code that you include in your web pages. It
allows you to write at least some of your code using an alternative interface provided by the
library rather than the standard JavaScript interface that you'll see in this book. Using a
JavaScript library such as the highly popular jQuery () can make web programming much easier
and faster, and can solve most browser compatibility problems. I've written a follow-up to this
book for programmers who want to move on to jQuery: jQuery: Just the Basics - A Primer for the
JavaScript Programmer (see ).2. You might opt to use JavaScript the way many webmasters do:
Write a few lines of code yourself, but for the most part use prewritten source code that you've
found on the web. Even if you use prewritten JavaScript, however, you'll need to integrate that
code with the other components of your web pages and you'll probably want to make a few
modifications. After reading this book, you'll have a basic understanding that will be invaluable
for those tasks.3. You might go on to become a JavaScript master, and end up writing complex
scripts for web applications, or even libraries for other JavaScript programmers to use. This book
should provide a good first step. After you finish it, you'll probably want to go on to a
comprehensive JavaScript text such as JavaScript: The Definitive Guide (6th Edition) by David
Flanagan.4. You might be planning to use JavaScript in conjunction with HTML5 to create
advanced, interactive web applications, or Windows Store apps. The HTML5-specific features of
JavaScript aren't covered in this book because they're a bit too advanced and are still under
development. However, to work successfully with those features, you first need to master the
JavaScript essentials that are taught here.5. Instead of using JavaScript to program web pages,
you might choose to use it for developing server, mobile, or desktop applications, or for scripting
software packages such as Photoshop. Although this book emphasizes client-side JavaScript,
certainly the presentation of the core language in the first part of the book, and even many of the
general principles of client-side JavaScript programming given in the second part, should be a
good first step in learning how to use JavaScript to develop for any environment. After reading



the book you'll be ready to delve into the documentation for your selected programming
environment.0.2 What You Need to KnowThis book is aimed squarely at the JavaScript
beginner. No prior JavaScript experience is required! It would, however, be very helpful to know
something about web pages, HTML, and CSS, and to have worked with another programming
language.What about the complete newcomer who knows little about web technologies and has
never learned a computer language? The book does start out with the absolute basics, such as
explaining what a variable is. But for the sake of the majority of the book's audience, it moves
fairly quickly from that point on.Still, I think that with a little patience even the thoroughgoing
neophyte can learn JavaScript from this book, especially given a willingness to read some of the
supplemental material that's recommended in a few of the chapters.0.3 What the Book
CoversThe book consists of two main parts. Part I covers the core JavaScript language—the
basic, common features of JavaScript found wherever the language runs. This part includes the
topics you would see in a primer for just about any modern computer language (don't worry if
these words make no sense to you now): variables, values, expressions, operators, flow control,
objects, arrays, functions, methods, constructors, and classes. The final chapter in Part I
teaches pattern matching, an especially strong feature of JavaScript.Part II covers the extended
features of client-side JavaScript that allow you to add dynamic behavior to pages displayed in
web browsers. In this part you'll learn how to incorporate JavaScript into your web pages, how to
control the browser and its windows, how to select and actively modify web-page content, how
to dynamically change the styles of web-page elements, and how to respond to events that
occur within the browser and web pages.This book is a tutorial designed to be read through from
beginning to end. The chapters attempt to build concepts logically, one step at a time, and
discussions in later chapters strongly depend upon material given in previous chapters.The
book doesn't include a traditional index. For most ebooks, using an index is awkward and slow.
In contrast, your Kindle's Search command is a superb tool for quickly looking up words and
phrases.Kindle TipsThis book was designed, written, and formatted specifically for the Kindle—
both the Kindle devices and the Kindle reading apps. In general, you should find the reading
experience quite good. (Please let me know if you don't!)There are, however, a few unavoidable
hitches with the Kindle. Because of the relatively narrow screen on some Kindles, program text
that was originally written as a single line can wrap, giving the false impression that a line break
was inserted where it hasn't been (and perhaps shouldn't be, such as in the middle of a
character string). Also, in its zeal to consolidate the text, a Kindle might occasionally insert
hyphens into the code. If you type example code into your text editor, be sure to omit any of
these extraneous line breaks or hyphens.You can adjust your Kindle's orientation or settings to
minimize wrapping of code lines and to make the code easier to read. For the best reading
experience, however, I recommend using the free Kindle For PC or Kindle For Mac reading
application that you can download from . Not only will a reading app give you a wider reading
area, but also clicking one of the many web links in this book will open the page in your
computer's full-sized browser. And it will be considerably easier to use the Kindle's Search tool,



as well as to copy snippets of code from the book into your own scripts.On the Kindle Fire
models, some of the figures might look a little small due to the high screen resolution. But you
can see an enlarged view of a figure by just double tapping it with your finger.Finally, I do not
recommend reading this book using Kindle Cloud Reader, which displays Kindle books in a
browser. Because of the reader's non-standard rendering of font sizes and other styles, some of
the code lines look a little strange in Cloud Reader. Get the free native reading app instead!0.4
How to Run the JavaScript CodeAlmost all the numbered listings given in this book (such as
Listing 0.1, below) are presented as complete HTML files, so that you can immediately run a
listing by opening the file in your browser (for example, by double-clicking the name of the file in
your computer's file manager).You can download the complete set of numbered listings in a
single ZIP file from the book's companion web page through the following link: . You can then
unZIP the files to any location on your hard drive, but be sure to keep the ZIP file's original
directory structure intact. Some of the listing files come with auxiliary files, such as graphic
images or additional web pages, which must be left in the same directory as the main HTML
listing file.I strongly encourage you to experiment by making various changes to the example
code files, as well as creating your own files. To do this, you'll need a text editor, preferably
something a little more powerful than Notepad on Windows or TextEdit on the Mac. For
Windows, you might try TextPad (), and for the Mac you could check out BBEdit (). High-level
website creation tools, such as Dreamweaver, also provide editors that allow you to manually
insert JavaScript into your web pages.In addition to the numbered listings, the book includes
many short snippets of JavaScript code. To run them, perform the following steps:1. Either
download or type into your text editor the HTML testing file given in Listing 0.1, below.2. Use
your editor to insert the code at the appropriate location and save the file. Any of the core
JavaScript code snippets in Part I of the book can be inserted at the position indicated in the
listing. (The line beginning with alert is just an example statement, which you can safely delete.)
The correct location for the code snippets given in Part II varies, and will be explained in that part
of the book.3. Open the file in your browser. One way to open it in your default browser is to just
double click the name of the file in your computer's file manager. (TextPad has a convenient
button you can click to open the current page.)Listing 0.1 (00.01.Test.html)<!DOCTYPE
html><html><head><title>JavaScript Tester Page</title></head><body><h2>JavaScript Tester
Page</h2><script>/* the core JavaScript code snippets given in Part I of the book can be
inserted following this line: */alert ("Hello from JavaScript!");</script><p>End of JavaScript
Tester Page</p></body></html>In this testing page, the example block of JavaScript code is
contained within a <script> element inside the page's body. Following the usual HTML element
syntax, a script element begins with a start-tag (<script>) and terminates with an end-tag (</
script>). The browser processes the web page from beginning to end, and as soon as it
encounters the <script> element it immediately runs the code that it contains.The example code
line beginning with alert is a single program statement:alert ("Hello from JavaScript!");A program
statement is a discrete unit of code, which is somewhat analogous to a sentence in a book and



is usually terminated with a semicolon. This particular statement consists of a call to a function
named alert. A function is a named block of code that performs a task, returns a value, or does
both. The call to alert() causes the browser to display a message box containing the text "Hello
from JavaScript!" (The alert() function is provided by client-side JavaScript.)The text between
the /* and the */ is a comment:/* the core JavaScript code snippets given in Part I of the book can
be inserted following this line: */

0.1 Why Should You Read this Book?Although JavaScript is clearly one of the most widespread
and versatile computer languages, it isn't so easy to learn or to understand. JavaScript has
become a large and somewhat confusing language, with new standards built on top of old
standards, as well as persistent incompatibilities among browsers. And it's growing even larger
to meet the needs of new technologies such as HTML5 video. JavaScript is also a rather unique,
subtle, and quirky computer language.This book makes your JavaScript learning task much
easier and gets you started quickly by selecting just the most essential JavaScript features. It
then thoroughly explains and simplifies these features using many code examples. The teach-by-
example approach saves unnecessary verbiage—often you'll understand a technique by just
glancing at the code.The book focuses on basic and practical techniques, and avoids advanced,
redundant, and less useful ones. It emphasizes legacy features that are supported consistently
by all modern browsers, and skirts browser-dependent features as well as new features that are
still under development. But to keep things interesting and to offer a vision of the possibilities, it
includes a few brief demos to introduce you to more advanced JavaScript technologies, such as
animations, cookies, and Ajax.This book provides your first JavaScript step. Using it to learn the
fundamentals of the language will prepare you for your JavaScript journey no matter what
direction it takes:1. Once you've learned the basics of JavaScript, you might decide to use a
JavaScript library. A library is a module of JavaScript code that you include in your web pages. It
allows you to write at least some of your code using an alternative interface provided by the
library rather than the standard JavaScript interface that you'll see in this book. Using a
JavaScript library such as the highly popular jQuery () can make web programming much easier
and faster, and can solve most browser compatibility problems. I've written a follow-up to this
book for programmers who want to move on to jQuery: jQuery: Just the Basics - A Primer for the
JavaScript Programmer (see ).2. You might opt to use JavaScript the way many webmasters do:
Write a few lines of code yourself, but for the most part use prewritten source code that you've
found on the web. Even if you use prewritten JavaScript, however, you'll need to integrate that
code with the other components of your web pages and you'll probably want to make a few
modifications. After reading this book, you'll have a basic understanding that will be invaluable
for those tasks.3. You might go on to become a JavaScript master, and end up writing complex
scripts for web applications, or even libraries for other JavaScript programmers to use. This book
should provide a good first step. After you finish it, you'll probably want to go on to a
comprehensive JavaScript text such as JavaScript: The Definitive Guide (6th Edition) by David



Flanagan.4. You might be planning to use JavaScript in conjunction with HTML5 to create
advanced, interactive web applications, or Windows Store apps. The HTML5-specific features of
JavaScript aren't covered in this book because they're a bit too advanced and are still under
development. However, to work successfully with those features, you first need to master the
JavaScript essentials that are taught here.5. Instead of using JavaScript to program web pages,
you might choose to use it for developing server, mobile, or desktop applications, or for scripting
software packages such as Photoshop. Although this book emphasizes client-side JavaScript,
certainly the presentation of the core language in the first part of the book, and even many of the
general principles of client-side JavaScript programming given in the second part, should be a
good first step in learning how to use JavaScript to develop for any environment. After reading
the book you'll be ready to delve into the documentation for your selected programming
environment.0.2 What You Need to KnowThis book is aimed squarely at the JavaScript
beginner. No prior JavaScript experience is required! It would, however, be very helpful to know
something about web pages, HTML, and CSS, and to have worked with another programming
language.What about the complete newcomer who knows little about web technologies and has
never learned a computer language? The book does start out with the absolute basics, such as
explaining what a variable is. But for the sake of the majority of the book's audience, it moves
fairly quickly from that point on.Still, I think that with a little patience even the thoroughgoing
neophyte can learn JavaScript from this book, especially given a willingness to read some of the
supplemental material that's recommended in a few of the chapters.0.3 What the Book
CoversThe book consists of two main parts. Part I covers the core JavaScript language—the
basic, common features of JavaScript found wherever the language runs. This part includes the
topics you would see in a primer for just about any modern computer language (don't worry if
these words make no sense to you now): variables, values, expressions, operators, flow control,
objects, arrays, functions, methods, constructors, and classes. The final chapter in Part I
teaches pattern matching, an especially strong feature of JavaScript.Part II covers the extended
features of client-side JavaScript that allow you to add dynamic behavior to pages displayed in
web browsers. In this part you'll learn how to incorporate JavaScript into your web pages, how to
control the browser and its windows, how to select and actively modify web-page content, how
to dynamically change the styles of web-page elements, and how to respond to events that
occur within the browser and web pages.This book is a tutorial designed to be read through from
beginning to end. The chapters attempt to build concepts logically, one step at a time, and
discussions in later chapters strongly depend upon material given in previous chapters.The
book doesn't include a traditional index. For most ebooks, using an index is awkward and slow.
In contrast, your Kindle's Search command is a superb tool for quickly looking up words and
phrases.Kindle TipsThis book was designed, written, and formatted specifically for the Kindle—
both the Kindle devices and the Kindle reading apps. In general, you should find the reading
experience quite good. (Please let me know if you don't!)There are, however, a few unavoidable
hitches with the Kindle. Because of the relatively narrow screen on some Kindles, program text



that was originally written as a single line can wrap, giving the false impression that a line break
was inserted where it hasn't been (and perhaps shouldn't be, such as in the middle of a
character string). Also, in its zeal to consolidate the text, a Kindle might occasionally insert
hyphens into the code. If you type example code into your text editor, be sure to omit any of
these extraneous line breaks or hyphens.You can adjust your Kindle's orientation or settings to
minimize wrapping of code lines and to make the code easier to read. For the best reading
experience, however, I recommend using the free Kindle For PC or Kindle For Mac reading
application that you can download from . Not only will a reading app give you a wider reading
area, but also clicking one of the many web links in this book will open the page in your
computer's full-sized browser. And it will be considerably easier to use the Kindle's Search tool,
as well as to copy snippets of code from the book into your own scripts.On the Kindle Fire
models, some of the figures might look a little small due to the high screen resolution. But you
can see an enlarged view of a figure by just double tapping it with your finger.Finally, I do not
recommend reading this book using Kindle Cloud Reader, which displays Kindle books in a
browser. Because of the reader's non-standard rendering of font sizes and other styles, some of
the code lines look a little strange in Cloud Reader. Get the free native reading app instead!0.4
How to Run the JavaScript CodeAlmost all the numbered listings given in this book (such as
Listing 0.1, below) are presented as complete HTML files, so that you can immediately run a
listing by opening the file in your browser (for example, by double-clicking the name of the file in
your computer's file manager).You can download the complete set of numbered listings in a
single ZIP file from the book's companion web page through the following link: . You can then
unZIP the files to any location on your hard drive, but be sure to keep the ZIP file's original
directory structure intact. Some of the listing files come with auxiliary files, such as graphic
images or additional web pages, which must be left in the same directory as the main HTML
listing file.I strongly encourage you to experiment by making various changes to the example
code files, as well as creating your own files. To do this, you'll need a text editor, preferably
something a little more powerful than Notepad on Windows or TextEdit on the Mac. For
Windows, you might try TextPad (), and for the Mac you could check out BBEdit (). High-level
website creation tools, such as Dreamweaver, also provide editors that allow you to manually
insert JavaScript into your web pages.In addition to the numbered listings, the book includes
many short snippets of JavaScript code. To run them, perform the following steps:1. Either
download or type into your text editor the HTML testing file given in Listing 0.1, below.2. Use
your editor to insert the code at the appropriate location and save the file. Any of the core
JavaScript code snippets in Part I of the book can be inserted at the position indicated in the
listing. (The line beginning with alert is just an example statement, which you can safely delete.)
The correct location for the code snippets given in Part II varies, and will be explained in that part
of the book.3. Open the file in your browser. One way to open it in your default browser is to just
double click the name of the file in your computer's file manager. (TextPad has a convenient
button you can click to open the current page.)Listing 0.1 (00.01.Test.html)<!DOCTYPE



html><html><head><title>JavaScript Tester Page</title></head><body><h2>JavaScript Tester
Page</h2><script>/* the core JavaScript code snippets given in Part I of the book can be
inserted following this line: */alert ("Hello from JavaScript!");</script><p>End of JavaScript
Tester Page</p></body></html>In this testing page, the example block of JavaScript code is
contained within a <script> element inside the page's body. Following the usual HTML element
syntax, a script element begins with a start-tag (<script>) and terminates with an end-tag (</
script>). The browser processes the web page from beginning to end, and as soon as it
encounters the <script> element it immediately runs the code that it contains.The example code
line beginning with alert is a single program statement:alert ("Hello from JavaScript!");A program
statement is a discrete unit of code, which is somewhat analogous to a sentence in a book and
is usually terminated with a semicolon. This particular statement consists of a call to a function
named alert. A function is a named block of code that performs a task, returns a value, or does
both. The call to alert() causes the browser to display a message box containing the text "Hello
from JavaScript!" (The alert() function is provided by client-side JavaScript.)The text between
the /* and the */ is a comment:/* the core JavaScript code snippets given in Part I of the book can
be inserted following this line: */The browser ignores all text between the /* and */ characters. To
include a single-line comment, you can simply preface the comment text with //. The browser will
ignore all text following the // characters through the end of the line:// This is a single-line
comment.To help you distinguish comment text from other code, the book displays comments in
italics. The code listings you download or create are of course plain text and don't contain
italicized text.The body of the HTML document contains a single heading (<h2>) element that
displays the text "JavaScript Tester Page," plus a single paragraph (<p>) element that displays
"End of JavaScript Tester Page." Some of the code snippets you'll see later in the book will insert
additional text into the web page between these two elements.Case SensitivityHTML is not case
sensitive. You could, for example, type the start-tag for a script element as <script>, <Script>, or
<SCRIPT>. JavaScript, however, is case sensitive. For example, you must type alert(), and not
Alert() or ALERT().0.5 JavaScript Reference SourcesThis book is a tutorial designed to be used
in conjunction with JavaScript references. In the references, you can look up the details of
language features covered in the book, and also find out about additional features. Listed below
are several reliable references for core JavaScript and for client-side JavaScript. You'll probably
want to bookmark your favorite references in your browser for quick access.0.5.1 Core
JavaScript ReferencesThese reference sources are for the basic JavaScript language, the parts
that are not specific to browsers or other host environments.The Mozilla Developer Network
"JavaScript Reference" atThe Microsoft Developer Network "JavaScript Language Reference"
atThe ECMA "ECMAScript Language Specification" atThe book JavaScript: The Definitive
Guide (6th Edition) by David Flanagan, Part III.0.5.2 Client-Side JavaScript ReferencesThese
references are for the JavaScript application programming interface (API) that is provided by
browsers for JavaScript embedded in web pages (the topic of the second part of this book). You
might see this material described as a "DOM" reference, referring to the Document Object



Model that forms the heart of the client-side API (explained in Chapter 10. Scripting Web-Page
Content).The Mozilla Developer Network "Gecko DOM Reference" atThe MSDN "Scripting
Internet Explorer" page atThe Apple "Safari Dev Center" page atThe book JavaScript: The
Definitive Guide (6th Edition) by David Flanagan, Part IV.0.6 Browser CompatibilityOne of the
biggest challenges in writing JavaScript code is dealing with differences in the ways that various
browsers interpret your scripts. There are two basic types of browser incompatibilities. First,
there are longstanding incompatibilities in legacy JavaScript features, such as differences in the
specific properties that are made available for particular web-page elements.Second, as the
language evolves to support new standards—such as HTML5 and ECMAScript 5 (the latest
version of core JavaScript)—new incompatibilities are emerging as various browsers implement
different subsets of the new features, or implement them in slightly divergent ways. And of
course older browsers have no knowledge of newer standards.How does this book deal with the
issue of browser compatibility? To avoid incompatibilities in the basic legacy techniques that are
presented, all code was tested with the latest versions of Firefox, Safari, and Chrome at the time
of this writing. These particular browsers have tended to implement legacy features consistently
from version to version, so even if a user has an older version, the code in this book should still
work fine.The compatibility problem child is Internet Explorer. Until version 9 and later, IE
exhibited major incompatibilities with other browsers. Because older versions of IE are still
around, I think it's important to test all scripts with IE8, and possibly even older IE versions, as
well as with IE version 9 and later. All code in this book was tested with Internet Explorer version
8 and later, and you'll see many workarounds for quirks found in IE8 and earlier versions.The
book escapes incompatibilities in more advanced and newer JavaScript features, simply
because it doesn't cover them. Remember "Just the Basics" in the book's title!As you move
beyond this book and explore more advanced and newer JavaScript features, keep in mind the
following two suggestions for avoiding compatibility problems:First, visit JavaScript websites to
determine the features supported by specific browsers. In addition to the basic JavaScript
reference sites given in the previous section, here are a few that deal specifically with browser
compatibility:The Wikipedia "Comparison of layout engines (Document Object Model)" page
atThe Wikipedia "Comparison of layout engines (HTML5)" page atThe "Can I use..." page atThe
Quirksmode "Compatibility Master Table" atSecond, you can use a JavaScript library such as
jQuery to greatly minimize problems with browser incompatibilities. With jQuery, you can write
your scripts using an alternative interface largely without thinking about specific browsers. Most
browser differences are handled internally in the jQuery code. Note that you might still need to
look out for browser differences in any parts of your code that don't use jQuery. JavaScript
libraries and jQuery were briefly discussed under 0.1 Why Should You Read this Book?.Display
the Browser's Console when You Test JavaScript!Whichever browser you're using to test your
JavaScript code, be sure to display its Console (which is given various names, such as "Error
Console" or "JavaScript Console"). Usually, when a JavaScript runtime error occurs, the script
just mysteriously and quietly stops running. If the Console is displayed, however, you'll see a



helpful error message, including the exact line in the web page where the problem occurred.To
show the Console in Internet Explorer 9 or later, press F12 and then click the Console tab. In
Firefox or Chrome, just press Ctrl+Shift+J. In Safari on the Mac, choose Show Error Console on
the Develop menu (if this menu isn't shown, search for "Develop menu" in Safari Help for
instructions on displaying it).Part I. The Core JavaScript LanguageChapter 1. Variables and
ValuesContents1.1 Variable Naming Rules1.2 JavaScript Data Types1.2.1 Number1.2.2
String1.2.3 Boolean1.2.4 Object1.2.5 Function1.2.6 Undefined1.2.7 Type ConversionsIn
JavaScript and other computer languages a variable is used to store a value for later use. You
must first create the variable through a variable declaration statement:var testVariable;A newly
declared variable has the special value undefined. To assign it a more useful value, use an
assignment statement:testVariable = 5;You can change the value of a given variable as often as
you want through additional assignment statements. A variable is thus truly "variable."The
following code shows how a variable stores a value for later use:var testVariable;/* displays
"undefined": */alert (testVariable);testVariable = 5;/* displays "5": */alert
(testVariable);Undeclared vs. Undefined VariablesIt's important to understand the difference
between a variable that has never been declared, and a variable that has been declared but
never explicitly assigned a value. Referencing a variable that has never been declared (for
example, by passing it to the alert() function) is a runtime error. The script will stop running, and if
permitted the browser will display an error message. (If you passed the variable to alert(), the
alert box will never appear.) Confusingly, the browser might display a message stating that the
variable is "undefined." A more accurate error message would state that the variable is
"undeclared" or that it "does not exist."On the other hand, you can freely reference a variable
that has been declared but not explicitly assigned a value. The value of the variable is undefined,
which is a perfectly legitimate JavaScript value (in fact, you can even use an assignment
statement to assign undefined to a variable at any time). If you display the variable's value, for
example by passing it to alert(), the "undefined" that you see is simply the variable's value and is
not any kind of error indication.When you declare a variable, it can be used anywhere within the
current script (that is, the current HTML <script> element) or within a script that follows the
current one in the web page. Attempting to use the variable within a prior script is an error
because the variable doesn't exist there. The range of code in which the variable can be used is
known as its scope.A note for readers familiar with other languages: A variable can be used
anywhere within the current script or a following script, even if it has been declared within a
block delimited with {} characters. (You'll see blocks later in the chapter.) In other words, unlike
some other languages such as C, a JavaScript variable does not have block scope.Interestingly,
you can refer to a variable even before it has been declared, provided that the variable reference
is within the same script as the declaration. JavaScript is said to conceptually "hoist" the
declaration up to the top of the current script./* variable exists here; its displayed value is
"undefined": */alert (testVariable);.../* variable is declared here: */var testVariable;If testVariable
had not been declared somewhere within the current script or a previous script, referencing it in



the call to alert() would have been a runtime error.The simple scoping rule discussed here
applies to global variables—that is, variables declared outside of any function. The scoping rules
for variables declared inside functions will be discussed later, in 5.1.3 Function Nesting and
Scope Rules.As a shortcut, you can declare a variable and assign it a value—that is, initialize it—
in a single statement:var testVariable = 5;Just keep in mind that two entirely different things are
happening here. First, the variable is being created (declared) and as always is accessible to all
code within the current script or a following script. Second, the variable is being assigned a
value, but that value is available only after the statement. (In other words, the declaration is
"hoisted" but not the initialization.)/* variable exists here; its displayed value is "undefined": */
alert (testVariable);var testVariable = 5;/* the variable's displayed value is now "5": */alert
(testVariable);As a shortcut, you can include several variables, with or without initializations, in a
single declaration statement, separating them with commas:var n = 1, b, s = "Hi!";And finally, a
variable initialization can refer to another declared variable:var n = 5;var x = n + 1;1.1 Variable
Naming RulesA variable name is a type of JavaScript identifier. An identifier may contain letters,
digits, and _ or $ characters. It may not, however, begin with a digit. So the following are legal
identifiers,step5$firstLine_endvalue$
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JRockFL, “Great JavaScript book for experienced programmers.. I have been a programmer for
over a decade with formal training in the C-based languages. I have also worked on numerous
projects using Microsoft's ASP.NET framework. With that said, there comes a point in your
professional web career where you will have to be knowledgeable in JavaScript and not beat
around the bushes searching for examples in Google results. One of the problems with
JavaScript is that it has a large catalog of books available that are either 'recipe cookbooks',
poorly-written, or geared towards web designers/novices who have very little programming
backgrounds. Therefore, despite having a mastery in languages such as C and C#, I have found
JavaScript a royal pain to learn.All I ever wanted was a basic stripped-down JavaScript book that
briefly covers the foundations and then builds up from previous topics. Michael J. Young's book
successfully does this. Half the book is spent on learning core programming foundations the
JavaScript way. The other half uses knowledge from previous chapters to discuss DOM
manipulation, event-handling, and CSS-handling. The book does an excellent job in teaching
you all the strange idiosyncrasies of JavaScript that has always been an obstacle for seasoned
programmers.Do keep in mind though, that this book only covers topics just enough to get your
feet wet. Young frequently tells the reader to refer to David Flanagan's JavaScript: The Definitive
Guide (a book that should be in every web developers library by the way) for the extra details.If
there was one area in the book that could use improvement, it would be the topic on DOM
manipulation. I felt other texts provided clearer examples and details on DOM manipulation.
Perhaps a future edition could expand on this?As a result, I would NOT recommend this book for
someone who is unfamiliar with programming and its basic pillars (if conditions, looping,
functions, arrays, etc). I DO recommend this book for seasoned developers who just need a
quick read on how to do programming the JavaScript way without the extra baby-steps.”

alex, “I'm new to JavaScript and learned a lot from this book.. This book does a good job of
speaking to the JavaScript beginner. I really recommend not only testing your the example
scripts he provides, but really play around with them to "see" how JavaScript works by breaking
it. That really helped me to get the most out of this book.Even though it does just cover "the
basics", some of the concepts were a little difficult to grasp at first. While the author does a pretty
good job of breaking the code down and explaining it line-by-line, sometimes the explanations
fell just a little bit short, either that or I'm just stupid! But after "playing" with the code for a while,
his explanations made more sense in retrospect.If you have some general understanding of
HTML and want to get a book that gets you started in JavaScript then this is a great book to go
with.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A Bargain for Javascript Beginners. I used this book to begin learning
javascript. It is written for those who already know how to create web pages using HTML. It also



helps if you know a little CSS and a little about writing a computer program.This books walks you
through the basics of javascript with abundant examples and clear explanations. I was
especially happy with the lack of jargon and the straightforward prose which made it much
easier for me to understand the examples and concepts. I tried to work through other javascript
books before, but I had difficulty understanding the code and how the programs functioned. I
had no trouble working through this book and I feel that I now understand the javascript
language enough to go back to the other books on my shelf and learn more.A bargain at the
price, this book taught me the basics of javascript. I can now read and understand javascript
code, write basic routines, and use routines written by others in my web pages.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The book delivers what it says. This book delivers exactly what the title
says in a simple and concise format for learning the language. If you have a programming
background this book doesn't bore you with a lot of cruft that you don't need... Equally if you
don't, it provides enough description and examples to learn. I think it is about the "right fit" for a
learning javascript basic language course, and is less broken up than the online tutorials that
you could find for free. Another advantage it provides over free resources I have found is it gives
you a complete web application usage perspective that you won't find in most online or free
resources.I highly recommend this book, simple, concise, to the point, well written, and good
examples!”

Dustin Williams, “Excellent book for beginners. As a college educator in computer science, I'm
always looking for additional learning materials that my students will find helpful as they pursue
their technology dreams and goals in life. Here's what's great about this book:- Makes learning
JavaScript fun and easy.- Skilled writer who also knows how to teach!- Covers basic
programming skills, which makes it easy to start developing your own scripts quickly.- Author
knows how to keep stuff practical and useful, so you're not wasting time.Even better, you can't
beat the price! (Very thankful the author keeps the price low, as many of today's students don't
have much left in their wallet to enhance their learning experience.)In summary, a wonderful
book -- highly recommended!”

Gordio, “Good but not for advertised reasons. This book is a GREAT reference book. But I have
two main issues 1)it's meant for beginners of JavaScript but not beginners of programming 2) it
has No exercises, which is a shame. The code the book goes over are usually no bigger than
one function. Because of this, you never really feel like you can write a program even though
you're learning a lot at a fast paceAs mentioned in my title, this is a reference book than
anything.”

P A BEAL, “Good quick javascript primer. Strictly speaking I'm not a complete beginner. I've
decades of experience using a range of languages including javascript.Every so often I need to



write some javascript and wanted something that I can speed read as a sort of reminder before I
start work. I found it excellent for that and in my judgement it would be a good book for a
beginner with some programming experience.Well worth the money.”

Scribe73, “JAVA! JAVA!. Great service. it does what is says on the cover - JAVA! JAVA!”

atb731, “It's great to have these type of books available on Kindle .... It's great to have these type
of books available on Kindle as I need them as reference all the time.”

An unsatisfied Reader, “Good introduction to JavaScript.. I'm not (yet) a JavaScript expert, but
the book "JavaScript - Just the Basics" was a good place to start. I'm already putting my new-
found JavaScript into action.Easy to read and understand. Clear and concise. All-in-all worth the
money!”

The book by Joe Mayo has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 45 people have provided feedback.
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